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Fault Classification of Power Distribution Cables
by Detecting Decaying DC Components

With Magnetic Sensing
Ke Zhu and Philip W. T. Pong

Abstract— Fault classification of power distribution cables is
essential for tripping relays, pinpointing fault location, and
repairing failures of a distribution network in the power system.
However, existing fault-classification techniques are not totally
satisfactory because they may: 1) require the precalibration of
responding threshold for each network; 2) fail to identify the
three-phase short-circuit faults. since some electrical parameters
(e.g., phase angle) are still symmetrical even in abnormal status;
and 3) be invulnerable of electromagnetic interferences. In this
paper, a fault-classification technique by detecting decaying
dc components of currents in faulted phases through magnetic
sensing is proposed to overcome the shortcomings mentioned
above. First, the three-phase currents are reconstructed by
magnetic sensing with a stochastic optimization algorithm, which
avoids the waveform distortion in the measurement by current
transformers that incurred by the dc bias. Then, the dc compo-
nent is extracted by mathematical morphology (MM) in phase
currents to identify the fault type together with the polarity of
dc components. This method was verified successfully for various
fault types on a 22-kV power distribution cable in simulation
and also a scaled power distribution network experimentally.
The proposed method can enhance the reliability of the power
distribution network and contribute to smart grid development.

Index Terms— DC component, fault classification, magnetic
sensing, power distribution cable, smart grid.

I. INTRODUCTION

ARELIABLE power distribution system is crucial for
ensuring the reliability and stability of electricity deliv-

ery to customers [1], [2]. Power distribution cables are
typically deployed underground instead of being overhead
because this layout makes them less susceptible to outages
under harsh weather conditions (e.g., high wind thunder-
storms, heavy snow, and ice storms) and for the sake of
aesthetic purpose [3]. However, short-circuit faults still occur
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on power distribution networks due to internal insulation
breakdown or external damage. For example, a screening
fault is an insulation breakdown that results in the physical
contact between phase conductors and the screen [4]. As the
screen is grounded, a phase-to-ground fault occurs. The insu-
lation between conductors can breakdown due to corrosion,
leading to a phase-to-phase short-circuit fault. It would be a
phase-phase-to-ground short-circuit fault if the screening is
also involved. An accidental excavation on the underground
power cable can lead to a three-phase short-circuit fault and
an explosion as well [5]. The consequence of short-circuit
faults can be very serious. First, the excessive heating of the
cables can result in fire and explosion. Moreover, a cascade
tripping or shutdown can happen in a power system. As such,
the short-circuit fault should be cleared up by relays within
the shortest time to reduce the adverse effects.

To trip relays properly, a very critical step after detecting
the short-circuit fault is to classify its type [6], [7]. This
is because the corresponding protection scheme should be
executed immediately to clear the fault, minimize the effects,
and recover the system. For example, a single-phase reclosing
is executed to trip and reclose the faulted phase for extin-
guishing the arcs and recovering the systems, rather than to
trip irrelevant phases. The short-circuit fault type can also be
used to infer the cause of faults. Therefore, an accurate and
reliable fault classification for clearing and analyzing the faults
in the power system is significant.

Though a series of fault-classification techniques has been
proposed so far, these methods [8]–[12] suffer some problems
as summarized in Table I. First, most of the techniques require
precalibration for responding threshold, which accounts for
30% of the total capital cost of the workforce on setting
relay thresholds [13], [14]. For example, the threshold is set
as a larger number (e.g., 1.5 times) as the steady current
in the overcurrent method [15], [16]. This cost is becoming
increasingly daunting when the electricity consumption and
power distribution network are drastically expanding over
the world [17]. Moreover, some of these techniques may be
vulnerable to electromagnetic interference (EMI) from the
background. This may lead to the erroneous fault classification
that is attributable to the electromagnetic coupling between the
faulted and healthy phases [18]. This problem can become
even more severe with a larger number of high-frequency
electronic devices used nearby nowadays. Besides, the
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TABLE I

ANALYSIS OF EXISTING FAULT-CLASSIFICATION METHODS

accuracy of fault classification needs improvement for iden-
tifying the three-phase short-circuit fault. Some techniques
in Table I fail to identify such fault, because some electrical
parameters (e.g., phase angle) in three-phase short-circuit fault
remain symmetrical even in abnormal status. Therefore, a new
fault-classification technique is necessary to overcome these
problems [19], [20].

In this paper, a fault-classification technique by detecting
decaying dc components in fault currents with magnetic sens-
ing is proposed, which overcomes the problems mentioned
above. In Section II, the analysis of dc component in power
distribution networks and the process of extracting dc compo-
nents from phase currents based on the magnetic sensing are
presented. The method is verified by simulation in Section III,
and also by experiment in Section IV. The conclusion and
future work are drawn in Section V.

II. METHODOLOGY

The dc component arises in the faulty phase when the short-
circuit fault occurs. The analysis of dc components for the
power distribution network and the process of extracting the
dc components of phase current from magnetic sensing are
present as follows.

A. DC Component in Fault Currents

There is a sudden current change in the faulted phase when
a short-circuit fault occurs on the distribution line. A decaying
dc component arises because the current cannot change instan-
taneously since the power network is highly inductive for its
composition of many generators and transformers [21], [22].
For calculating the dc component after short-circuit fault,
an equivalent circuit of a power distribution network (Fig. 1)
under a phase-to-ground short-circuit fault (A-G) is analyzed
as follows. The short-circuit point is somewhere on the power
distribution cable of Phase A connected with a short-circuit

Fig. 1. Equivalent circuit of a power distribution network comprised of
power feeder (e.g., generator or transformer), a distribution cable and the
loading under a phase-to-ground fault (A-G).

resistor (Rs). In the steady status of the network, the current
of Phase A (ia) is calculated as [23]

ia(0) = Im(0) sin(ωt + α − ϕ0) (1)

im(0) = ua√
(Rm + Rn + R�)2 + ω2(LG + Lm + Ln)2

(2)

ϕ0 = arctan
ω(LG + Lm + Ln)

Rm + Rn + R� (3)

where ua is the voltage of Phase A, α is the incipient angle of
Phase A, and the resistance (Rm , Rn , and R�) and inductance
(LG , Lm , and Ln) of the network can be found in Fig. 1.
After the short-circuit fault occurs in Phase A, the differential
equation in transient status for Phase A is expressed as

(LG + Lm)
dia

dt
+ (Rm + Rp)ia

= ua sin(ωt + α) (4)

Rp = Rs//

√
(Rn + R�)2 + ω2(Ln)2 (5)

where Rs is the short-circuit resistance. By solving (1)–(5),
the short-circuit current of Phase A (Ia) is calculated as

Ia = Isc + Idc (6)

Isc = Um

Z
sin(ωt + α − ϕ) = Im sin(ωt + α − ϕ) (7)

Z =
√

(Rm + Rp)
2 + ω2(LG + Lm)2 (8)
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Fig. 2. Decaying dc component in the current of faulted phase over time.

ϕ = arctan
ω(LG + Lm)

Rm + Rp
(9)

Idc = (Im(0) sin(α − ϕ0) − Im sin(α − ϕ)]e−t/Ta (10)

Ta = LG + Lm

Rm + Rp
(11)

where Isc is the symmetrical component and Idc is the decay-
ing component in exponential trend in the short-circuit current.
Then, the waveform of this short-circuit current is shown
in Fig. 2, where this dc component appears in several cycles
(depending on the time constant Ta) after the fault occurs. This
paper focuses on permanent faults that cause the sustained
disruption, and thus, this decaying dc component is detectable
over the whole duration. As such, the emergence of this dc
component can be used for indicating the faulted phase after
a fault occurs.

Making use of the dc component in the faulty phase for
fault classification can solve the problems shown in Table I.
First, no precalibration is required to initialize relays, because
this method does not need to determine a responding thresh-
old for different distribution power networks. Second, the
dc component only arises under the fault condition but not the
normal condition. Third, the dc component is robust, because
the EMI in the power system is of high frequency (greater
than kilohertz) and does not interfere with the dc component.
Therefore, the proposed method of adopting the dc component
for fault classification is more reliable.

It is worthwhile to mention that various control strategies are
deployed in a power system that may affect the characteristics
of fault signals after fault happens. However, the clearing
time is typically about 80 ms in which the first 40 ms
(two cycles) refers to the fault detection, classification, and trip
decision, and the last 40 ms to initiate the system control [24].
Therefore, the proposed technique should work irrespective of
different control strategies as the fault signals (i.e., dc decaying
components) arise immediately after a fault occurs
(the sampling frequency must be high enough such as
megahertz to capture the fault signals).

A complete protection process of power system includes
fault detection, classification, decision-making, and tripping
relay [25], [26]. It is also worth mentioning that our method
only works after the successful detection of short-circuit fault.
Some fault detection methods of short-circuit fault can be
found in [27] and [28]. Our method is intended for fault

TABLE II

FACTORS AFFECTING THE PATTERN OF DC COMPONENT

classification but not fault detection. DC components may
occur in some normal operation conditions. For example, dc
offset on motor starting can be significant causing tripping of
instantaneous breakers [29]. However, this kind of disturbance
is not a fault, and there is no need for fault classification.

B. Characteristics of DC Component

The pattern of dc component after fault depends on the
initial value and decaying time of dc components, as shown
in Fig. 2. By further analyzing (1)–(11), it can be found
that the characteristics of dc components are correlated
with incipient angle [α in (1)], fault resistance [Rs in (5)],
fault distance, and the voltage of the feeder. The relations
between the initial value (time constant) and these parameters
are summarized in Table II (∗: correlated but not linearly;
+: positively correlated; −: negatively correlated; and ×: not
correlated). Some practical examples are also shown in Fig. 3.
From these results, we can conclude that: 1) the initial value
of the dc component can change with different fault times
but the decaying time remains unchanged; 2) the initial value
and decaying time of dc component reduce with a larger fault
resistance; 3) the initial value of the dc component decreases
when the fault occurs farther away from the front of the cable;
and 4) the initial value of the dc component is dominant
in a distribution network of higher voltage. The fault time
and location are uncontrollable. However, we can see that
the proposed method is more efficient in a higher voltage
power distribution network under lower resistance fault, as
it provides stronger fault signals (i.e., larger initial value and
longer lasting time) to be measured.

Based on the results in Fig. 3, it can be seen that the
dc component of current does not change too much over fault
locations (this is because the unit resistance of the cable is very
small). However, the dc component of current indeed changes
differently with fault resistance. Some methods in Table I may
not work under the condition. For example, the overcurrent
method typically sets the threshold of 1.5 times as the standard
current [15]. This threshold cannot be reached when the fault
resistance is high [e.g., the peak value is only about 1.1 times
for a high fault-resistance of 500 � in Fig. 3(c)]. However,
the proposed method can still detect the fault signals in this
high-resistance fault (e.g., the initial value of 10 A and the
lasting time is around half a cycle for a high fault resistance
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Fig. 3. Study on dc-component characteristics. (a) Effect of incipient angles
(line voltage is 22 kV, feeder inductance is 0.0185 �, fault resistance is 50 �
at 10 km of a 20-km cable, unit resistance of the cable is 0.0042 �/km, and
unit inductance of cable is 0.0016 H/km). (b) Effect of fault resistance at 1, 10,
20, and 40 � (line voltage is 22 kV, feeder inductance is 0.0185 �, incipient
angle is zero, fault occurs at 10 km of a 20-km cable, unit resistance of cable
is 0.0042 �/km, and unit inductance of cable is 0.0016 H/km). (c) Effect
of fault resistance at 60, 80, 100, 200, 300, 400, and 500 � (line voltage
is 22 kV, feeder inductance is 0.0185 �, incipient angle is zero, fault occurs
at 10 km of a 20-km cable, unit resistance of cable is 0.0042 �/km, and unit
inductance of cable is 0.0016 H/km). (d) Effect of fault locations (line voltage
is 22 kV, feeder inductance is 0.0185 �, the incipient angle is zero, the fault
occurs at 50 � in a 20-km cable, unit resistance of the cable is 0.0042 �/km,
and unit inductance of cable is 0.0016 H/km). (e) Effect of feeder voltages
(feeder inductance is 0.0185 �, the incipient angle is zero, fault resistance is
50 � at 10 km of a 20-km cable, unit resistance of the cable is 0.0042 �/km,
and unit inductance of cable is 0.0016 H/km).

of 500 �). The same threshold issue goes for the fault over
different times for the overcurrent method [e.g., the peak value
is only about 1.1 times when the incipient angle is 120◦
in Fig. 3(a)]. As such, the proposed method has demonstrated
its advantages regarding fault resistance and time.

C. Fault Classification by DC Component

There are four short-circuit fault types for the power
distribution networks, namely, phase-to-ground short-circuit
fault, phase-to-phase short-circuit fault, phase-phase-to-ground
short-circuit fault, and three-phase short-circuit fault. From the
above analysis, the fault type can be identified from the dc
component arose in the faulty phase. For example, the fault
type (A-G) is identified when there is a dc component found
in Phase A but not Phase B or C. However, the dc compo-
nent exists in two phases both for the phase-to-ground and
phase-phase-to-ground faults. As such, the currents of the
phase-to-phase and the phase-phase-to-ground faults deserve
to be analyzed further as follows.

Fig. 4. Short circuit of a three-phase power system. (a) Equivalent circuit of
a phase-to-phase short-circuit fault (B-C). (b) Equivalent circuit of a phase-
phase-to-ground short-circuit fault (B-C-G).

The equivalent circuits of the phase-to-phase (B-C) and
phase-phase-to-ground short-circuit faults (B-C-G) are shown
in Fig. 4, respectively. For the phase-to-phase short-circuit
fault (B-C), the short-circuit currents are calculated as

İ f B = − İ f C = − j
√

3U̇ f (0)

Z∑
1 + Z∑

2 + Z f
(12)

where İ f B and İ f C are the short-circuit currents of Phases B
and C, respectively, U̇ f (0) is the positive sequence component
of voltage at the fault point before the fault occurs, Z∑

1 is the
positive sequence impedance in network, Z∑

2 is the negative
sequence impedance of network, and Z f is the short-circuit
impedance between Phases B and C. Similarly, the short-
circuit currents of phase-phase-to-ground short-circuit fault are
calculated as [30], 31]

İ f B = İ f 1

(
a2 − Z∑

2 + a(Z∑
0 + 3Z f )

Z∑
2 + Z∑

0 + 3Z f

)
(13)

İ f C = İ f 1

(
a − Z∑

2 + a2(Z∑
0 + 3Z f )

Z∑
2 + Z∑

0 + 3Z f

)
(14)

İ f 1 = U̇ f (0)

Z∑
1 + Z∑

2(Z∑
0+3Z f )

Z∑
2+Z∑

0+3Z f

(15)

1 + a + a2 = 1 (16)

where İ f B and İ f C are the short-circuit currents of Phase B,
and C, Z f is the short-circuit impedance among Phases B
and C and ground, and Z∑

0, Z∑
1, and Z∑

2 are the
zero, positive, and negative impedances of the network.
Comparing (12)–(16), it can be found that the short-circuit
currents of the phase-to-phase fault have the opposite polarity,
whereas they are identical for phase-phase-to-ground short-
circuit fault. The polarity of dc components would also follow
this rule, because they are extracted from the short-circuit cur-
rents. As such, the phase-to-phase and phase-phase-to-ground
short-circuit fault can be discriminated from the polarity of
the dc components.

Therefore, the short-circuit fault type can be identified from
the existence and the polarity of dc components in the faulty
phases (Table III). When the dc component only exists in one
(three) phase, it is identified as a phase-to-ground (three-phase)
short-circuit fault. By further looking into the polarity of the
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TABLE III

FAULT CLASSIFICATION BASED ON DC COMPONENTS
IN SHORT-CIRCUIT CURRENTS

dc components, the phase-to-phase and phase-phase-to-ground
short-circuit fault can be discriminated.

D. Current Reconstruction From Magnetic Sensing

The commonly deployed current transformers (CTs) cannot
measure the dc component in the current, because the dc bias
in the magnetizing current can inversely distort the secondary
output of the CTs. Though the fiber-optic current sensors
(FOCS) are capable of dc measurement, they are typically
for high-voltage dc systems (i.e., hundreds of kilovolt) and
also very expensive. As such, a computational algorithm for
reconstructing the three-phase currents from the magnetic
sensing was shown in Fig. 5 [32], [33]. The functional
structure diagram of the algorithm is shown in Fig. 5(a),
which involves the current and conductor position optimiza-
tion. The stopping criterion is to evaluate the Euclidean norm
between the measured and calculated magnetic fields, which
gives [34]

f (Ip) = �AIp − Bmea�2

= (AIp − Bmea)
T (AIp − Bmea)

= I T
p AT AIp − 2BT

mea AIp + BT
mea Bmea (17)

where A is the coefficient matrix depending on the optimized
conductor position, Ip is the current to be optimized, and
Bmea is the measured magnetic fields. The factor AIp in (17)
is equivalent to the optimized magnetic fields based on the
Biot–Savart law, which gives

B(r) = μr

4π

∫
dl × r �

|r �|3 I = AIp (18)

where μr is the relative permeability of the medium, dl is the
vector along the phase conductor, and r � is the displacement
vector of the sensing point from the phase conductor. The
minimum is given by the normal equation

∇ f (Ip) = AT AIp − AT Bmea = 0. (19)

The solution is then given by

Ip = (AT A)
−1

AT Bmea. (20)

Fig. 5. Three-phase current reconstruction. (a) Functional structure diagram
of the algorithm in which three-phase currents are reconstructed via optimiza-
tion. (b) Flow chart of the whole algorithm. (c) Flowchart of SPO by genetic
algorithm. (d) Magnetic-field sensors installed around the three-core power
distribution cable.

As such, the current can be optimized by (20). The con-
ductor position is optimized by the genetic algorithm [34].
These steps are repeated until a reasonable error or a maximum
number of iterations are reached. Then, the final three-phase
currents are finalized. The detailed flowchart of this algorithm
is shown in Fig. 5(b), which starts with preassumed positions
of the conductors (P0) and currents (I0). The phase currents
(Ip) are optimized by the inverse current program (ICP) based
on (19). The magnetic fields under the optimized currents
with the presetting positions can be calculated by the finite-
element method (FEM). The final currents (I f ) are attained
only when the Euclidean distance between the measured
(Bmea) and calculated (Bcal) magnetic fields is smaller than
a threshold (ε). This threshold is manually set to represent
the allowable error between the calculated magnetic fields
under optimized current and position and measured ones. If the
threshold is not achieved, the positions of conductors are
to be optimized by the source position optimization (SPO).
The SPO is embedded with the genetic algorithm, and its
details are shown in Fig. 5(c). The genetic algorithm is a
search heuristic that reflects the process of natural selection
(i.e., selection, crossover, and mutation) [35], [36]. The algo-
rithm begins with a set of conductor position as an initial
population. The fittest population reflecting the conductor
position under optimized current is selected and crossovered
to update. Some of the population is mutated with a low
random probability in the case of premature convergence. The
algorithm terminates when the population converges. Then, the
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fittest phase conductor is chosen for ICP to repeat the process
until the threshold (ε) is satisfied. Finally, the three-phase
currents are reconstructed from the magnetic fields.

The positions of phase conductors and phase currents need
to be tuned in our program. The initial values are critical
for achieving the best solutions in the iteration process [35].
Regarding the initial position of three-phase conductors (P0),
their phase differences are recommended to be set with
120◦ differences, and be located in the middle between the
cable center and the boundary. The initial currents (I0) are
set around the rated value of the cable. The crossover rate
is set large (e.g., >0.9) and the mutation rate must be low
(e.g., <0.05) in SPO [35]. Moreover, the accuracy of the
reconstructed result relies on the magnetic-field measure-
ment [34]. The accuracy can be improved by increasing the
number of sensing points [34]. In reality, the magnetic sensors
are installed circularly around the cable surface [Fig. 5(d)].
Since magnetic sensors (e.g., low-cost magnetoresistive sen-
sors) can operate from dc to over 1 MHz, the dc components
of the three-phase currents can be preserved by this current
reconstruction method.

It is worthwhile to mention that the stochastic optimization
algorithm only needs to operate when the phase currents
and conductor positions are unknown. After determining the
positions of phase conductors, the phase currents can be
directly solved from the magnetic fields without running
the stochastic program again. This step will not induce any
artificial dc components in the restored currents unless the
magnetic sensors measure asymmetrical magnetic fields due
to the actual dc currents.

E. DC Component Extraction

The mathematical morphology (MM) [37], [38] is used to
extract the dc component from the reconstructed current. The
traditional Fourier transform or the wavelet transform is not
used, because they would result in distortion at the front and
back ends of the waveform (i.e., the fringe effects) [39]. The
basic operations of MM are erosion (�) and dilation (⊕),
which are defined as

(I�B)(x) = min
(x+v)∈I,v∈B

[I (x + v) − B(v)] (21)

(I ⊕ B)(x) = min
(x−v)∈I,v∈B

[I (x − v) − B(v)] (22)

where I is the input current signal, B is the structuring
element (the length is a quarter of the fundamental waveform),
x corresponds to a pixel in the signal, and v is a pixel in
the structuring element [37]. Based on these two operators,
the opening (◦) is performed during the peak half cycle,
and the closing (•) is performed during the trough half cycle as

D =
{

I ◦ B if peak half cycle

I • B if trough half cycle
(23)

where ◦ is the opening operator and • is the closing operator.
The result of dc extraction for a test function (y1 = 5 sin
(2∗π∗50∗t), y2 = 10 sin(2∗π∗50∗(t−0.3))+20e−100(t−0.3))
is shown in Fig. 6, and the reconstructed dc component
matches with the real dc value.

Fig. 6. DC component extraction by mathematical morphology method.

Fig. 7. Flowchart of implementing the method.

Fig. 8. Power distribution network comprised of a feeder, a 20-km three-
phase three-core power distribution cable, and the loading. The fault occurred
at 10 km away from the feeder.

Thus, the overall procedure for implementing this technique
is shown in Fig. 7. First, the magnetic fields around the surface
of a power distribution cable are measured. Then, the magnetic
fields are used to reconstruct the current by the stochastic
optimization shown in Fig. 5. Afterward, the MM method
is deployed to extract the potential dc components in phase
currents. Finally, the fault type is classified based on the
condition shown in Table III.

III. SIMULATION VALIDATION

The proposed fault-classification method was tested on
a typical power distribution network in the simulation,
as shown in Fig. 8, which consists of a voltage feeder,
a 22-kV three-phase three-core distribution power cable, and
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Fig. 9. Resultant magnetic fields measured around the cable surface by the magnetic sensors placed 60 mm from the cable center in various fault types.
(a) Phase-to-ground short-circuit fault (A-G). (b) Phase-phase-to-ground short-circuit fault (B-C-G). (c) Phase-to-phase short-circuit fault (B-C). (d) Three-phase
short-circuits fault (A-B-C).

TABLE IV

PARAMETER OF POWER DISTRIBUTION NETWORK

the loading (1 MW). The electrical parameters for the feeder
and the power distribution cable are listed in Table IV [40].
The total length of the power distribution cable was 20 km,
and the fault occurred at 10 km away from the feeder side. The
sensing platform was installed at the front end of the cable.
Four short-circuit fault types, i.e., phase-to-ground short-
circuit fault (A-G), phase-to-phase short-circuit fault (B-C),
phase-phase-to-ground short-circuit fault (B-C-G), and three-
phase short-circuit fault (A-B-C) were simulated at 0.10 s.

The magnetic fields around the cable surface were measured
by a circular array of eight magnetic sensors that were evenly

distributed around the cable surface under these four short-
circuit fault types (Fig. 9). The three-phase currents were
reconstructed from the measured magnetic fields, as shown
in Fig. 10. Then, the MM method was applied to extract the
dc component after the fault occurred. The fault-classification
results are elaborated as follows: 1) a large dc component
(∼+63 A) was found at 0.109 s in Phase A after the
fault happened at 0.10 s, indicating this was a phase-to-
ground short-circuit fault (A-G) [Fig. 10(a)]; 2) dc components
were observed for Phases B (−46 A at 0.105 s) and C
(∼−10 A at 0.102 s) of the same polarity, disclosing this was
a phase-phase-to-ground short-circuit fault among Phases B
and C and the ground [Fig. 10(b)]; 3) the phase-to-phase short-
circuit fault was shown in Fig. 10(c) since the dc components
of opposite polarity in Phases B (∼−29 A at 0.104 s) and
C (∼+26 A at 0.103 s) were seen; and 4) a three-phase
short-circuit fault was shown in Fig. 10(d) by observing dc
components in Phase A (∼+69 A at 0.109 s), Phase B
(∼−64 A at 0.105 s), and Phase C (∼−20 A at 0.102 s),
respectively. The extracted dc component by the MM method
matched with the actual values in the faulted phases and the
fault types were successfully indicated.

In reality, the measured magnetic signals to be processed
for current reconstruction can be contaminated by intrinsic
noises/errors of magnetic sensors (e.g., offset error, hystere-
sis error, and various sources of noise in sensor) or the
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Fig. 10. Reconstructed three-phase currents with the extracted and real
dc component in various fault types. (a) Phase-to-ground short-circuit fault
(A-G). (b) Phase-phase-to-ground short-circuit fault (B-C-G). (c) Phase-to-
phase short-circuit fault (B-C). (d) Three-phase short-circuit fault (A-B-C).

Fig. 11. Influence of noise on current reconstruction. (a) Phase current
reconstructed from noisy magnetic-field measurement at SNR = 25. (b) Phase
current reconstructed from noisy magnetic-field measurement at SNR = 10.
(c) Phase current reconstructed from noisy magnetic-field measurement at
SNR = 5. (d) DC component extracted from the reconstructed phase current
based on noisy magnetic-field measurement (SNR = 25, 10, and 5 dB).

background electromagnetic noises. To investigate the influ-
ence of noises, signal-to-noise ratios at different levels
(25–40-dB SNR represent very good signals, 15–25-dB SNR
good signals, 10–15-dB SNR low signals, and 5–10-dB SNR
bad signals [41]) were added into the magnetic-field measure-
ment in the steady status of the system configuration in Fig. 8.
A cycle of phase current reconstructed from magnetic-field
measurement under several noise levels (SNR = 25, 10,
and 5 dB) is shown in Fig. 11. It can be seen that the
reconstructed currents became more fluctuated as the noise
level increased [Fig. 11(a)–(c)]. The extracted dc compo-
nents also became stronger accordingly (0.43, 0.58, and 3.55,
respectively), as shown in Fig. 11(d), because the asymmetry

Fig. 12. Experimental setup for validating the proposed fault-classification
method. (a) Schematic of the testing platform comprised of a programmable
power source, a power distribution cable, loadings, and a sensing platform.
(b) Hardware of the testing platform.

Fig. 13. Magnetic field measurement. (a) Array of 16 magnetic sen-
sors around the cable surface to measure y- and z-axes magnetic fields.
(b) Hardware of sensing platform comprised of magnetic sensors, reset circuit,
and magnetic shielding.

of current increased due to the noise. This will introduce
a dc component in the steady status of system operation,
which can confuse the proposed method. Therefore, it is
necessary to eliminate the background magnetic disturbances
(e.g., installing a magnetic shielding).

IV. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION AND DISCUSSION

The experiment was conducted in the lab to verify the
practical feasibility of the proposed method for the fault
classification of power distribution cables. The schematic of
the experimental setup comprised of a power supply, a power
distribution cable, a sensing platform, and the loadings is
shown in Fig. 12(a). The power distribution cable was ener-
gized by a programmable power source (61704, Chroma) and
connected with resistive loadings [Fig. 12(b)]. The voltage
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Fig. 14. Reconstructed three-phase currents with the extracted and real dc component in various fault types. (a) Programmed voltage waveform of a phase-
to-ground fault (A-G). (b) Responses of magnetic sensors in the y- and z-axes under the phase-to-ground fault (A-G). (c) Reconstructed dc components for
phase-to-ground short-circuit fault (A-G). (d) Reconstructed dc components for phase-to-phase short-circuit fault (A-B). (e) Reconstructed dc components for
phase-to-ground short-circuit fault (A-B-G). (f) Reconstructed dc components for three-phase short-circuit fault (A-B-C).

generated by the programmable power source was measured
using an oscilloscope (DPO 2024B, Tektronix) connecting
with the loadings. The sensing platform comprised of a
magnetic sensor array around the cable surface was shown
in Fig. 13(a). The off-the-shelf three-axis magnetoresistive
sensors (HMC2003 [42], [43]) were deployed for their ideal
features such as high resolution (40 μgauss) and integrated
condition circuit. The x-axis of the sensor was along the cable
axial direction, while the y- and z-axes of the sensors were
located in a plane to measure the orthogonal magnetic field.
Regarding the algorithm in Fig. 5, the number of magnetic-
sensing points can affect the reconstruction accuracy, since the
measured magnetic fields are used to evaluate the magnetic
fields emanated from the optimized currents. Therefore, more
magnetic sensors can provide more information for reconstruc-
tion in principle; however, it also adds the hardware cost.
We have demonstrated that the errors are reduced with the

number of sensors. Increasing the number of sensors beyond
16 only brought very small further reduction in error [44].
Therefore, 16 magnetic sensors were installed evenly around
the cable surface in the experiment and they were numbered
anticlockwise. To ensure the same sensing characteristic of
these sensors, the circuit of reset function was integrated on
the board [Fig. 13(b)]. More details about the set/reset circuit
design can be found in [45]. To protect the magnetic signals
from the environment, a magnetic shielding was also installed
outside the magnetic sensor array, and its effectiveness has
been verified [33].

The proposed method was validated in four short-
circuit fault types, namely, phase-to-ground short-circuit fault
(A-G), phase-to-phase short-circuit fault (A-B), phase-phase-
to-ground short-circuit fault (A-B-G), and three-phase short-
circuit fault (A-B-C). The specific current waveforms of these
faults were generated by programming the power supply.
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For example, the voltage waveform of a phase-to-ground fault
(A-G) was shown in Fig. 14(a), wherein the voltage of Phase
A increased to a large extent after fault while the other phases
remained almost unchanged. This results in the same pattern
of current waveform in the circuit under the resistive loadings.
The responses of magnetic sensors in the y- and z-axes under
this phase-to-ground fault are shown in Fig. 14(b). With
the measured magnetic fields, the three-phase currents were
reconstructed and the MM method was adopted to extract the
dc components for each phase. The result in Fig. 14(c) shows
that a large dc component existed in Phase A (∼+2.2 A), while
it almost could not be found for Phases B (∼+0.003 A) and C
(∼+0.027 A). As such, it was identified as a phase-to-ground
fault successfully. Similarly, dc components were found for
Phases A (∼+2.3 A) and B (∼−1.5 A) of the opposite polarity
after the fault in Fig. 14(d), disclosing this is a phase-to-
phase short-circuit fault between Phases A and B. The phase-
phase-to-ground fault was shown in Fig. 14(e), since the dc
components of identical polarity in Phases A (∼+2.3 A) and
B (∼+1.3 A) were observed. A three-phase short-circuit fault
was shown in Fig. 14(f) by observing dc components in Phase
A (∼+2.2 A), Phase B (∼+1.3 A), and Phase C (∼−1.4 A),
respectively. These extracted dc components in faulted phases
successfully indicated the fault types, verifying the practical
feasibility of the proposed method.

To demonstrate the advantage of the proposed method,
the experimental results (Fig. 14) were also analyzed and
compared with some existing methods in Table I.

1) Comparing With the Overcurrent Method: The overcur-
rent threshold is set 1.5 times (according to [15]) as
the steady current (3.0 A), namely, 4.5 A. The phase-
to-ground fault (A-G) can be recognized, since only
Phase A (peak of Phase A is 7.66 A after fault) is
larger than the threshold. This method can still recognize
the phase-to-ground short-circuit fault (A-B-G) since
both Phases A and B are larger than the threshold
(peak of Phase A is 7.54 A, Phase B is −6.01 A, and
Phase C is −3.08 A after fault). However, it fails to
identify the phase-to-ground short-circuit fault (A-B-G)
since Phase B cannot reach the threshold (the peak of
Phase B is 4.37 A, which is below 4.5 A). It may
also malfunction in the three-phase short-circuit fault
(A-B-C) because Phase B is lower than the threshold
(the peak of Phase B is 4.45 A, which is smaller than
the threshold 4.50 A. This result demonstrated that the
overcurrent method is not effective due to the subjective
threshold setting.

2) Comparing With the Angular Difference Method and
Phase Difference Method: Since the angular dif-
ferences are symmetrical in both normal operation
status and three-phase short-circuit fault (ωAB, ωBC,
ωAC ≈ 120

◦
) as the normal status, the three-phase

short-circuit fault cannot be identified by the angular
difference method or the phase difference method.

3) Comparing With Current-Wavelet-Spectrum Method:
The wavelet coefficient differs between the healthy
and faulted phases of current because the short-circuit
fault causes high-frequency signals [46]. An example is

Fig. 15. Wavelet analysis for faulted and healthy currents at a sampling
frequency of 25 kHz. (a) Wavelet coefficients for faulted phase (Phase A) in
phase-to-ground fault (A-G). (b) Wavelet coefficients for healthy phase (Phase
B) in phase-to-ground fault (A-G).

shown in Fig. 15 where the faulted and healthy currents
in phase-to-ground fault [Fig. 14(b)] are decomposed.
The decomposition level is set as 3 (CA3: 0–3.125 kHz;
CD3: 3.125–6.25 kHz; CD2: 6.25–12.5 kHz; CD1:
12.5–25 kHz) with wavelet db3. The results disclose
that the wavelet coefficients for faulted current are
much larger than the ones in the healthy current in
the high-frequency bandwidth (e.g., ∼0.1 in CD2 for
faulted phase while only ∼0.01 for healthy phase, and
∼0.1 in CD1 for faulted phase while only ∼0.004 for
healthy phase). Though the faulted and healthy currents
can be distinguished by this method, the thresholds
for distinguishing the wavelet coefficients in the high
frequency vary from system to system. As such, this
method is not universal and it requires precalibration.

From the above comparison, we can see that the proposed
method exhibits promising advantages over the traditional
ones. Further comparison with the high-frequency energy
method and high-frequency noise in the EMI environment will
be conducted within a substation with a real background of
electromagnetic field noise in the future.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a new fault-classification technique by detect-
ing decaying dc components in fault currents with magnetic
sensing was proposed and verified. The dc component was
extracted by the MM method from the current reconstructed by
magnetic sensing. The feasibility of the method was validated
both by simulation and experiment. This method does not
require precalibration in terms of network, does not suffer the
dc bias issue as in CTs [47], is invulnerable to EMI, and can
reliably identify three-phase short-circuit faults. The impacts
of this method are summarized as follows. First, the reliability
of fault classification in distribution networks can be enhanced
for ensuring the proper function of relays and facilitating
the repair work. Second, the workforce of the precalibration
process for installing relays on each underground power cable
can be eliminated, and thus the power system can be more
cost-effective. Last but not the least, this work can facilitate the
smart grid construction by improving the self-healing ability
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in distribution systems and boost the smart city development
by safeguarding the continuity of power supply [48], [49].

The technique will be tested under different conditions
(e.g., different fault times, fault distances, and locations, and
network voltage) in a real on-site environment of a power
system to validate its practical effectiveness in the future work.
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